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INTRODUCTION 
It is alleged that’ love’ is the contribution of the 
basic media to the widespread emergence of today‘s 
youth-including women. This makes it true. But this 
is not the whole truth. Love has been around since 
before advent of television, magazines, books, 
movies, etc. The menu has been romantic, even in 
the tanks, village temples, ponds, riverbanks, street, 
shops, and marketplaces, are all in full bloom here. 
However, it is true that in this day and age when 
chances of male-female intimacy increased 
tremendously 
Love is the attraction that appears between men and 
women with similar mind setup. Apart from this, 
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appearance men and women also play a major role 
in some romantic relationships. In other words, 
outward appearance alone is basis of love. So, in 
general, love is a combination of both physical and 
mind attractions. Young people often fall in love 
only because of physical attractions. If there is both 
physical and mental attraction the true love gets 
sublime. According to the rules for love in Indian 
astrology the ‘Love Affair ‘between men and 
women is researched in this article.          
Love in Tamil Literature 
Love is a force of attraction. They are impressed to 
each other due to attraction and choose their spouse 
for themselves. Marriage is the union of two minds. 
We can learn how to combine two minds with a 
short song in Sangam literature.   
Tamil Sangam literature named “Kurnthukai1” 
explain love between men and woman. Love is a 
force of attraction. Due to attraction of their mind, 
they choose their life partner them selves. Romantic 
marriage is a combination two minds of male and 
female. Romantic marriage is the marriage of two 
minds together to form the bond of marriage. The 
nature of combination is explained in sangam 
literature in detail. 
 “What could my mother be to yours? 
What kin is my father to yours any way? 
And now 
Did you and I meet ever? 
But in love our hearts have mingled  
Like red earth and pouring rain” 
Colorless rain water poured in red earth is changed 
as red in color. The red color could not be separated 
easily from water. Thus this enigmatic emotion has 
the potential of changing lives completely.  It can be 
rightly concluded that love is the most important 
ingredient of life. 
“Jataka Chandrikai2” is a text book of astrology. It 
explains the rules for checking the matrimonial 
adaptability or marriageable compatibility which is 
called “Marriage Matching” or “Match Making”. 
The method of matching by porutthams (suitability) 
is based on the birth star of boy and girl. While 
explaining the marriageable compatibility, the 
author said that   “The wise man should marry the 

woman to whom the mind fits. The feeling of love 
in the mind is better than the benefits mentioned in 
the matching the horoscope”. Therefore it is 
understood that love marriages are better than 
arranged marriages.  
Now a day’s male and female romance is taking 
place considerably. Some romantic marriages take 
place with the consent of the parents. Romance and 
Love Marriages are not accepted by many parents. 
But such lovers neglect their parents and marry on 
their own.    
Love marriage is better than arranged marriage 
This is the best part of love marriage. Unlike 
arranged marriages where the person he/she tie the 
knot with is a stranger, in a love marriage he/she 
knows his spouse already. This means they are 
bound to have less awkward moments together. 
Eventually, when they get into a matrimonial 
relationship, they will be well-tuned to what their 
partner thinks and can plan their actions 
accordingly. Since they know each other well, they 
are well aware of each other’s likes-dislikes, 
hobbies, and general life preferences. She will know 
how much sugar he likes in his tea, and he will be 
aware of which coffee she loves. This way, they can 
have a stable start. They will even save tons of time, 
which otherwise people in arranged marriage spend 
just to figure out each other. In a love marriage, you 
kick-off by planning for bigger and important things 
in your marriage, which individuals in arranged 
marriage are able to do only after couple of years 
spent understanding each other.   
Government Law supports love 
Romantic and love marriages are accepted the 
Government. Inter caste and inter religion love 
marriages are also agreed by the Government. 
Government has enacting separate laws for 
regularizing such marriages. Therefore romance and 
love marriage are raised considerably. 
Love affair in Astrology 
In traditional astrology planetary systems for love 
marriage have not been explained elaborately. In 
Tamil, “Jathaka Alankaram3” a text book traditional 
astrology, written by “Keeranur Natarajan” explain 
the planet position for inter caste marriage.  
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In the birth chart, if the kalathirakaraka Venus is 
associated with Jupiter, the native will love a 
Bramin-woman. If Venus is associated with Sun 
and Mars, the native will love and live with 
Sakthriya-woman. If Venus is associated with moon 
and mercury the native will romance with a vysiya-
woman. If Venus is associated with Saturn the 
native will romance with a Suthra-woman. If Venus 
is associated with Raghu and Kethu the native will 
romance with a Pulaiya- woman and marry with 
her. 
“Jathaka Chindamani4” a text book traditional 
astrology in Tamil said that if the lord of Lagna 
(Ascendant) is deposited in the 7th house, the native 
possesses a desirable wife with precious jewels and 
wealth. Here desirable wife can be to mean falling 
love and getting married. 
Signification of houses and planets love affair  
Astrology consist twelve Bhavas (houses) to predict 
the life style of people. Among the twelve houses, 
3th, 5th, 7th, and 11th   houses are signification love 
affairs of the native. 
Our ancestors mentioned the 3rd house denotes self 
confidence, courage, well-known personality, 
famous, good image and good name of the native.          
5th house denotes sex, love, child birth, glamour, 
perspicacious, beauty and sentimental thoughts of 
native.  
7th house is signification of life partner. 7th Bhava 
denotes the persons, who are in equal status with 
native and exchange of sexual relationship with 
opposite gender.  
11th house stands as 5th of 7th house significates love 
and sexual pleasure offered by the life partner of the 
native of the horoscope. 
The planet Venus represent life partner (wife) and 
lover of the native in the male horoscope. The 
planet Mars represent life partner (husband) and 
lover of the native in the female horoscope. 
The Mercury act as a mediator. He will make good 
relationship friends and lovers. In Mahabharatha 
epic, a historical story of in India, the uncle of 
pandavas is Lord Sri Krishna who is the amsa of the 
Lord of Mercury. 

Combinations of the above said lord of houses and 
planets creates love affairs and romance to the 
native of the horoscope.  
20th century astrologer’s thoughts about Love 
affair 
Guru Ramasubbu author of the text book 
“Jothidathil Thampathiya Vazhkai5” has said in his 
text about the love affair. 5th house, its associate 
planets and Venus bring relationships in life. But, 
both of them have to be enough strong to bring 
relationships in the native life. For example, if 
Venus is combusted or debilitated so there would be 
contacts with the opposite sex but that wouldn’t 
convert into a love relationship. The reason behind 
(not converting into love relationship) that will 
depend upon who is influencing Venus, and in 
which sign the Venus is. If the Sun is responsible so 
your ego would be the barrier, you won’t find 
enough room around to make the relationship easy. 
Lie this, according to the characteristics of planets, 
the relationship will suffer.  
If there is combination of the lord of 7th house or 
Venus with the lord of 5th house in a horoscope, it 
give an opportunity to the native to speak and 
mingle with opposite sex easily without any 
hesitation. This kind of attitude leads native to fell 
in to love affair. 
Experienced astrologers of current era also express 
that in Astrology Jupiter is the significator of 
judgment, real and unconditional love, the wisdom. 
Venus is the planet that is the significator of ‘sex’ 
and all kinds of physical comfort and luxury. Venus 
is an earthy natured or materialistic planet. Venus 
always likes to enjoy all kinds of materialistic 
happiness in the world. 
Venusians guys are like that “hey, what are waiting 
for let’s have fun”. Always fun entertainment, and 
especially physical pleasure. Venus in Taurus is 
more physical satisfaction oriented than Venus in 
Libra. Because, the nature of Taurus is ‘earthy’ - 
means physical and stubborn, but the nature of 
Libra is ‘Air’ - means thinker and flexible. 
Fifth house is all about love and Romance. Besides 
that, the 5th house is also the house of taking 
decisions, giving judgment, etc. If any malefic 
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planet would be there in the 5th house, so the native 
would be incapable to take the right decisions. It 
affects their relationships also. In maximum cases 
the break-up of their relationship due to their own 
fault, sometimes they understand if Jupiter is strong 
in their own chart. If Jupiter is not strong so they 
always will keep finding faults with others without 
judging their own deeds. Jupiter’s aspects always 
minimize the risk. 
Venus and love 
Venus is the cause of all pleasure available to one in 
this world. If Venus have good position in 1, 5, 9, 3, 
7, 11 houses the native will enjoy all pleasure in 
honest way. If Venus have bad position in 6, 8, 12 
houses the native will enjoy his pleasure in bad way 
improperly. Venus strength is very essential in the 
horoscope for romance. Venus will help one to love 
one another immensely. Radical attraction is also 
caused by Venus. The Venus is significations for all 
of these things, love, affection, sweet talk, 
merriment, pleasure, and mantel excitement. 
Therefore romantic marriage will take place with 
help of Venus only. 
Venus and Mars 
Strength of Mars is also essential for love marriage. 
Mars will give courage to express love of one to one 
another. If association Venus and Mars in a one 
house at the one and the same degree in a horoscope 
they will get love marriage without worrying about 
anything. People who born in the stars of Mars, 
chitthirai and avita, are have naturally courageous. 
They do not hesitate to tell their love. Whatever the 
male or female horoscope, if Mars is in Scorpio 
then the love quest will be high. If Venus is in 
Scorpio they will dare to do anything for love. It is 
noteworthy that those who have the strength of 
Venus and Mars will live happily if they marry for 
love. 
Raghu and Venus  
If somehow Raghu joins Venus so the sexual 
hunger becomes higher and the native tries to fulfill 
his/her desire by hook or crook, it may be under the 
cover of love. His/her lover may think his/her 
partner is in real love with him/her but the objective 
of that person would be always to fulfill the sexual 

desire, once fulfilled, after that, they find a new 
partner again. It’s a never - ending search. Actually 
why it happens just try to understand. 
Rahu is the planet of ‘illusion’ (Mava), the planet is 
also called the planet of ‘smoke’. It creates one kind 
of situation that would be always mysterious, it 
would look like something apparently but the reality 
would be far away the appearance. Raghu indicates 
obsessions as well.     
When be obsessed with some thing, he is not 
bothered about the outcome an action. When is 
under the influence of Raghu then the native 
becomes obsessed with the partner with whom 
he/she is in a love relationship and if that connects 
the 7th house so they marry that partner, but after 
some days after coming out of the hangover, they 
start finding faults with their partners once whom 
they were obsessed about. 
This is the reality. In Indian Mythology Raghu has 
been described as a bodiless existence. This is the 
sign of ‘endless hunger’, because Raghu doesn’t 
have any stomach to digest or full, so these types of 
people do not say at all: “Hey, I am full, I do not 
need more”. Instead, they always say,: “hey, I am 
still hungry, give me more”. 
Raghu dominant people do not like to judge at all 
what they are doing, they always keep doing. If you 
ask them why they do so! They will probably 
answer: “I do not have the time to judge”. Actually 
Raghu gives one kind of fire within a person that 
makes him/her always keep going or hankering 
after what he/she is hungry for.    
If that energy is channelized properly so these types 
of people can rise in their life. But if that fire is not 
maintained properly so that will ruin him or her and 
whoever will come in contact with them. 
But, remember, Jupiter’s aspect of Raghu always 
minimizes all those evil qualities. In these types of 
cases where Jupiter is involved by its aspect - the 
native suddenly understands his/her fault and keeps 
away themselves from any kind of misdeed.  
Kethu - Venus  
Now, let’s talk about Kethu. Kethu is the planet of 
‘everything burns into ashes’, ‘To maintain total 
secrecy’. Kethu has been described as a headless 
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existence. When you think of nay headless person 
actually you mean to say the person does not think 
at all or there is no existence of that person now. 
Here both are correct with Kethu. That’s why it 
signifies ‘ash’, which is similar to ‘death’ of any 
kind. Death means total darkness, total secret, it is 
very tough to know about death. That’s why, the 
planet Kethu is called ‘secret agent’ also – that I 
mentioned earlier, and who is very difficult to catch.  
Now, when it comes to relationship or Love 
affair/Relationships Yogas in Horoscope how Kethu 
works, let’s see: 
If anybody’s fifth house or Venus is somehow 
associated with Kethu, so, it would be very difficult 
to understand what the native actually think or do in 
his/her real life, how he sees relationships or love, 
romance.  
He may have more than one secret relationship 
especially if there is a connection with 7th house or 
lord of 7th house / 12th house or lord of 12th house. 
Venus and Kethu combination always creates secret 
relationships. The native will be in a relationship of 
this kind at nay part of his/her life. 
If the 5th house is afflicted badly by malefic planets 
and houses (6, 8, 12 house and their lords) won’t 
last for long. It has to be checked while astrologers 
are judging the horoscope to see love 
affair/Relationships yoga in horoscope.  
A love relationship will build up successfully or not 
that totally depends upon the connection between 
1st, 5th, 11th house and lastly Venus.  
Whether the relationship will remain intact or not 
that will depend upon Jupiter’s association with 
them and without the influence of ‘Dusthana 
House’ or their lords – 6th, 8th and 12th. Jupiter or 
any benefic planet will give life to the relationship 
and “Dusthana Lord” will always ruin that or give 
death. 
Combinations for establishing or breaking up of 
more than one love relationships 
Venus is the known to be the Karaka planet of love. 
If Venus is in its debilitated sign in the horoscpoe, 
then the native is likely to have more than one love 
relationships in his life.  

More than one relationship is also established, if 
Saturn and Venus have a relationship with 
eachother in any form in the Navamsa (D9) or Rasi 
(D1). The possibility of having more than one 
relationship becomes strong when the relationship 
between Venus and Saturn is formed in the sixth or 
twelfth house. 
A person will have multiple love affairs if a 
debilitated Venus is placed with Mars in a Navamsa 
(D9) and Rasi (D1). It is also possible if both of 
them are placed in each other's sign. 
If Venus and Mars are placed in each other's signs 
in the Navamsa then too this can happen. The 
number of relationships may be more than one if 
Venus is placed only in Navamsa of Mars or Mars 
is placed only in Navamsa of Venus. 
Time of love affair 
Some planets also naturally propel the person 
towards a love affair when their Dasa is running 
during the young age of the native. Mercury is the 
Karaka planet of intelligence. The native mind 
becomes restless during the Dasa of Mercury. 
Therefore, there is a strong possibility of falling in 
love during its Dasa. 
The Dasa of Raghu acts as a catalyst for love. The 
relationships established in this Dasa begin quickly 
and may be passionate, but they do not last for a 
long time. Raghu does not know the difference 
between right and wrong. Hence, a person becomes 
confused in the Dasa of Raghu. 
Venus is considered the Karaka planet of love. A 
person is in search and need of love in the Dasa of 
Venus. Moon is the Karaka planet for the mind and 
heart. It is also considered a restless planet. 
Therefore, a person’s mind and heart become 
restless and there is a strong possibility of falling in 
love during the Dasa of Moon too. Most love affairs 
begin in the Dasa of Mercury, Raghu, Venus and 
Moon irrespective of their placement in any house. 
Planetary transit or “gocharam” will tell you about 
the month any year of any, - whether it is a matter 
or getting a new relationship or losing the existing 
one. That means, in which month you are going to 
get a love relationship or going to lose the existing 
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one, that can be known from the transit of the above 
– mentioned planets.     
Finally ‘Mahadasa’ and ‘Antardas’. Period of 
planets should be related to the 5th house or its lord 
and Venus.  Where Raghu is always hankering after 
materialism, Ketu always keeps away himself from 
all those. Raghu does all for physical satisfaction 
but while Kethu is totally opposite to it.  
Which house it stays it just burns all the materialism 
side of that house and shows the reality of 
‘impermanence’. When Venus will join Kethu by its 
aspect or joining, the scenario will change a little, 
then the native will hanker for sex and relationship 
and when the relationship will come within a very 
short time he/she will become bored, all 
‘relationship’ kind of things will appear to him/her 
as a meaningless thing and will finish the 
relationship or will create a situation where the 
relationship will to an end.  
Again after some span of time he/she will feel for 
making a relationship and if it comes, again it will 
be finished. Actually, Venus is bringing 
relationships and Kethu is just ruining them. This 
kind of conflict is always going on – in their mind.  
Illustration horoscopes for love marriage 
Example No.1 
Ascendant (Lagna) is Aqarions. Birth star is 
sathayam. Mercury the lord of 5th house is with Sun 
the lord of 7th house in the 6th house. Saturn, the 
Lord of ascendant aspects the Sun and Mercury. 
Kalathrakavaka - Venus and Jupiter are in the 7th 
house. Ascendant and Moon are aspected by Venus. 
These combinations of planets give a chance to the 
native to speak and mingle with women easily 
without any hesitation. As the Lord of 7th house and 
the Lord of 5th house are associated in a house 
creates romance and love affair to the native. Jupiter 
as 2nd and 11th house Lord, aspects 11th house to the 
marriage easily. He is marriage was held during 
Jupiter dasa and Moon bukthi. 
Female: I-B   
The native the horoscope (I-B female) fall in love 
and married the I-A (male) Lagna (Ascendant) is 
Aries. Birth star is attarabhadva. The Lord of 
Lagna, Mars is 1oth house (Kendra). The mars is in 

“Ruchaka Yoga” by exalted and Mercury Navamsa. 
Mars aspects, Lagna, 4th and 5th house. Mars gives 
courage to express her romance and love. Sun Lord 
of 5th house and Venus lord of 7th house are 
associated in the 11th house. Sun is in Venus 
Navamsa and Venus is in Jupiter Navamsa. Hence, 
romance activated easily.  
As Jupiter aspects 11th house and Lagna. 5th house 
and 7th Lords are also aspected by Jupiter. Hence 
the Love is leaded to marriage. The marriage was 
consummated with consent of their parents 
Example No.2 
Lagna (Ascendant) is Cancer. Birth star is Pushyam 
Lord of Lagna, Moon is in his own sign Cancer and 
in the star of Saturn. The lord of 7th house, Saturn is 
in the 5th house. The lord of the house, mars is in 
the 10th house which is his own sign Aries. Mars is 
associated with Raghu. The Lord of 5th house, Mars 
aspects, Lagna, Moon and Saturn, the Lord of 7th 
house. Jupiter is in 7th house with debilitated and 
aspected by Saturn. Jupiter aspects 11th house, and 
Lagna with Gajakesari yoga. Hence the romance 
blossomed. The love marriage was consummated 
with consent of their parents during Mercury dasa 
and Raghu bukthi.  
Female: 2-B  
Lagna (Ascendant) is Capricorn. Birth star is 
Visakha the native of the horoscope (2-B) loved and 
married the 2-A (male). Lord of Lagna, Saturn is in 
his own sign Capricorn. Lord of 5th house Venus 
and Lord of 7th house Moon are associating in the 
10th house. Venus is in malaviya yoga. This setting, 
Leads the native to romance and love easily. 
Further, Saturn Lord of Lagna and 2nd house aspects 
7th house, Moon the Lord of seventh house and 
Venus. This gives additional strength to love affair. 
During Saturn Dasa and Raghu bukthi the love 
marriage consummated.  
Example No.3: Love failure 
The following native of the horoscope (3) loved 
another religion woman during the Mars Dasa 
ending on 12-08-2018. His parents opposed the 
love. At the time of Raghu dasa Raghu bukthi the 
love came to end.  The Marriage arranged by his 
parents was held on 06-03-2022. 
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Example No.1 
1-A and 1-B are loved each other and married with consent of their parents  
Male: I-A: Date of Birth: 14-08-1992, Time of birth: 06-57 P.M, Place of birth: Kanchipuram 

 
Balance of Raghu Dasa at the time of birth: 12 years, 7 months, 15 days.  
Female: I-B: Date of Birth: 12-02-1994, Time of birth: 11-45A.M, Place of birth: Jayamkondacholopuram. 

 
Balance of Saturn Dasa at the time of birth: 00 years, 03 months, 08 days.  
Example No.2 
2-A and 2-B are loved each other and married with consent of their parents 
Male: 2-A: Date of Birth: 31-03-1985, Time of birth: 03-05P.M, Place of birth: Kanchipuram 

 
Balance of Saturn Dasa at the time of birth: 12 years, 05 months, 02 days. 
Female: 2-B: Date of Birth: 04-12-1991, Time of birth: 09-44 A.M, Place of birth: Chengalpattu. 

 
Balance of Jupiter Dasa at the time of birth: 09 years, 09 months, 08 days. 
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Example No.3: Love failure 
Male: 3. Date of Birth: 22-06-1987, Time of birth: 10-05 A.M, Place of birth: Valliyur.  

 
Balance of Venus Dasa at the time of birth: 08 years, 01 months, 20 days. 
 
CONCLUSION 
A love marriage is one which is driven solely by the 
couple with or without consent of their parents as 
opposed to arranged marriage. Astrology gives a 
clear definition for love marriages from their birth 
horoscopes. Romantic couple has known each other 
well for a long time to engaged married couples so 
there will be mutual respect between two. All 
though a horoscope is forced in to a romantic 
marriage, when 2, 5, 7, 11th house are involved, at 
the same time, in this connection the 8th house has a 
greater impact and 12th house is more likely to end 
up in love. If the purpose of revealing sun 
astrological systems, it is the main duty of an 
astrologer to warn of problems in one’s horoscope. 
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